1999 jeep wrangler fuse box diagram

Ad vertisements. In this article, we consider the second-generation Jeep Wrangler TJ ,
produced from to Here you will find fuse box diagrams of Jeep Wrangler , , , , , , , , and , get
information about the location of the fuse panels inside the car, and learn about the assignment
of each fuse fuse layout and relay. Cigar lighter power outlet fuses in the Jeep Wrangler are the
fuses 18 or 19 in the passenger compartment fuse box, and 17 in the engine compartment The
fuse panel is located behind the glove box. Your vehicle is equipped with an electrical power
distribution center located in the engine compartment near the battery. A label inside the
latching cover of the center identifies each component for ease of replacement, if necessary.
Cartridge and mini micro fuses can be obtained from your authorized dealer. How to check the
fuses? How to replace a blown fuse? Why do car fuses blow? Types of automotive fuses. Table
of Contents. Fuse Box Location. To access the fuse panel the glove box must be removed. It is
removed by slipping the glove box strap off the hook and letting the door roll down off its
hinges. Tilt the upper edge of the glove box door upward toward the instrument panel enough to
reattach the glove box strap to the door. Rotate glove box door to closed position. Open and
close to insure proper installation. Fuse Box Diagrams. Learn more: How to check the fuses?
We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue
to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Ok Privacy policy. Fuse box diagram
fuse layout , location, and assignment of fuses and relays Jeep Wrangler TJ , , , , , , , , , A fuse is
an element for protecting the electrical system. A fuse will trip i. If an electrical device is not
working, check whether the respective fuse is blown. Look at the silver-colored band inside the
fuse. If the band is broken or melted, replace the fuse. Check those fuses first that protect the
failed component, but check all the fuses before deciding that a blown fuse is not the cause. To
access the fuse panel the glove box must be removed. It is removed by slipping the glove box
strap off the hook and letting the door roll down off its hinges. Tilt the upper edge of the glove
box door upward toward the instrument panel enough to reattach the glove box strap to the
door. Rotate glove box door to the closed position. Open and close to insure proper installation.
The electrical power distribution center is located in the engine compartment near the battery. A
label inside the latching cover of the center identifies each component for ease of replacement,
if necessary. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly.
This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of
the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be
particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user
personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. Never replace a broken fuse with anything other than a new fuse. Always use a fuse of
the same color. Never change a fuse with another amperage. This can cause damage to the
electrical system and fire. If the fuse blows again, have the vehicle inspected at a qualified
service center. Main Page. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume
you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This website uses
cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these
cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are
essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies
that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in
your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But
opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.
Necessary Always Enabled. Non-necessary Non-necessary. See the own- ponents. We have
separated these systems to make it tem. Use of an induction-type milliampere for the starter
motor and the starter relay. Each monitored circuit is assigned a Diagnos- battery. Current now
flows between Charging System for more information. A high-amperage feed circuit that feeds
the starter pinion gear to spin faster than the pinion starter motor between and amperes, and a
shaft. When the driver releases the ignition switch to low-amperage control circuit that operates
on less the On position, the starter relay coil is de-energized. The high-amperage feed circuit
This causes the relay contacts to open. When the components include the battery, the battery
cables, relay contacts open, the starter solenoid plunger the contact disc portion of the starter
solenoid, and hold-in coil is de-energized. The low-amperage control circuit When the solenoid
plunger hold-in coil is de-ener- components include the ignition switch, the clutch gized, the
solenoid plunger return spring returns the pedal position switch manual transmission , the
plunger to its relaxed position. Following are general descriptions of the major If the vehicle is
equipped with a manual transmis- components in the starting system. This feature prevents
starter motor oper- changeable. Both starter motors are mounted with ation while the clutch
disc and the flywheel are two screws, but the 2. The starter relay coil ground terminal is the
right rear corner of the engine block, while the always grounded on vehicles with a manual

trans- 4. The electric neutral position switch is installed in series between motors of both
starters have four brushes contacting the starter relay coil ground terminal and ground. The 2.
The relay contacts motor is rated at 1. The closed relay contacts Both of these starter motors
are serviced only as a energize the starter solenoid coil windings. If either component is faulty
or damaged, noid plunger. The solenoid plunger pulls the shift the entire starter motor and
starter solenoid unit lever in the starter motor. This engages the starter must be replaced. This
fea- normally closed by spring pressure. When the elec- ture makes it possible to reduce the
dimensions of tromagnetic coil is energized, it draws the movable the starter. At the same time,
it allows higher arma- contact away from the normally closed fixed contact, ture rotational
speed and delivers increased torque and holds it against the other normally open fixed through
the starter pinion gear to the starter ring contact. When the electromagnetic coil is de-energized,
The starter motors for both engines are activated spring pressure returns the movable contact
to the by an integral heavy duty starter solenoid switch normally closed position. The resistor or
diode is con- mounted to the overrunning clutch housing. This nected in parallel with the
electromagnetic coil in the electromechanical switch connects and disconnects relay, and helps
to dissipate voltage spikes that are the feed of battery voltage to the starter motor and produced
when the coil is de-energized. Shims are available and can be used to adjust The battery,
starting, and charging systems oper- the 2. In order for the vehicle to start and engagement. We
have separated these systems to make it The starter relay is an electromechanical device easier
to locate the information you are seeking that switches battery current to the pull-in coil of the
within this Service Manual. However, when attempt- starter solenoid when the ignition switch is
turned to ing to diagnose any of these systems, it is important the Start position. The starter
relay is located in the that you keep their interdependency in mind. See the fuse and relay layout
label affixed include the most basic conventional diagnostic meth- to the inside surface of the
PDC cover for starter ods, to the more sophisticated On-Board Diagnostics relay identification
and location. Use of an induction-type milliampere amme- Organization ISO relay. Each
monitored circuit is assigned a Diagnos- and, if faulty or damaged, it must be replaced. Battery
discharged or 1. Group 8A - Battery. Charge or replace the battery, if 2. Starting circuit wiring
required. Starter relay faulty. Ignition switch faulty. Clutch pedal position 3. Refer to Starter
Relay in the Diagnosis and Testing switch faulty. Replace the starter relay, if 6. Diagnosis and
Testing section of Group 8D - Ignition 7. Starter solenoid faulty. Replace the ignition switch, if
required. Starter motor faulty. Refer to Starter Motor in the Diagnosis and Testing section of this
group. Replace the starter motor assembly, if required. If all other starting system components
and circuits test OK, replace the starter motor assembly. Engine seized. Starter ring gear faulty.
Replace the starter ring gear, if required. Starter motor 1. Tighten the starter mounting 2. Refer
to Starter Relay in the Diagnosis and Testing 4. Replace the starter relay, if required. Refer to
the proper section of Group 8W - For complete circuit diagrams, refer to Starting Wiring
Diagrams for complete service information System in the Contents of Group 8W - Wiring Diaand circuit diagrams for the starting system wiring grams. Before removing any unit from the
starting components. Determine the state-of-charge and cranking capacity of the battery.
Charge or replace the battery, if required. Refer to Battery in the proper section of Group 8A Battery for complete ser- vice information for the battery. Clutch for complete service
information for the clutch 3 If the vehicle is equipped with a manual trans- pedal position switch.
Refer to the fuse and relay corroded wire harness connections. Repair or replace any faulty
wiring, as tion of this group. If the starter motor is not OK, replace 1 Connect the positive lead of
the voltmeter to the faulty starter motor. Connect the neg- b If the voltage reads above 9. Rotate
and hold the ignition tions, refer to Feed Circuit Test in this section. Observe the voltmeter. If c
If the voltage reads Circuit Testing in this section. NOTE: A cold engine will increase the starter
cur- rent amperage draw reading, and reduce the bat- tery voltage reading. When performing
these tests, it is important to remember that the voltage drop is giving an indica- Fig. Connect
the nega- tery positive cable, touch the voltmeter leads to the tive lead of the voltmeter to the
battery positive cable battery positive cable clamp and the cable connector clamp Fig. Rotate
and hold the ignition switch in at the starter solenoid. If you probe the battery pos- the Start
position. If voltage itive terminal post and the cable connector at the is detected, correct the
poor contact between the starter solenoid, you are reading the combined volt- cable clamp and
the terminal post. If the vehicle is equipped with an automatic transmission, place the gearshift
selector lever in the Park position. The ASD relay is 3 Connect the voltmeter to measure
between the located in the Power Distribution Center PDC , in battery positive terminal post and
the starter sole- the engine compartment. Refer to the fuse and relay noid battery terminal stud
Fig. If the reading is above 0. Repeat the test. If the reading is still above 0. Observe the
Diagnosis and Testing section of this group for the voltmeter. If the reading is still the Diagnosis
and Testing section of this group for above 0. If the complaint is similar to Conditions 1 and 2 6.

Rotate and hold the ignition switch in the Start in the chart, correction can be made by placing
shims position. If the reading is between the starter motor and the engine block using above 0.
NOTE: The shim thickness is 0. Correct starter motor operation can be confirmed by performing
the following free running bench test. This test can only be performed with the starter motor
removed from the vehicle. Refer to Starting System in the Specifications section of this group
for the starter motor specifications. Permanent magnet starters are highly sensitive to
hammering, shocks, external pressure and reverse polarity. This starter motor must never be
clamped in a vise by the starter field frame. The starter should only be clamped by the mounting
flange. Do not reverse the battery cable connec- tions to this starter motor when testing. The
perma- nent magnets may be damaged and the starter rendered unserviceable if it is subjected
to any of these conditions. This is done by installing shim s across lation section of this group
for the procedures. Refer to jawed bench vise. The vise jaws should be clamped Starter Motor in
the Removal and Installation sec- on the mounting flange of the starter motor. Never tion of this
group for the procedures. See the instructions provided by the manufacturer of the volt-ampere
tester being used. The starter motor should operate. If the starter motor fails to operate, replace
the faulty starter motor assembly. Refer to the fuse and relay layout label affixed group for the
starter motor free running test voltage to the underside of the PDC cover for starter relay
specifications. For complete circuit dia- 6 Note the reading on the ammeter and compare grams,
refer to Starting System in the Contents of this reading to the free running test maximum Group
8W - Wiring Diagrams. Refer Specifications section of this group for the starter to Starter Relay
in the Removal and Installation motor free running test maximum amperage draw section of this
group for the procedures. If OK, go starter motor assembly. If not OK, replace the faulty relay. If
OK, go to Step This test can only be performed with the starter 4. There should now be
continuity between terminals Refer to Starter Motor in the Removal and Instal- 30 and 87, and no
continuity between terminals 87A lation section of this group for the procedures. There should
be continuity. If OK, go to Step 4. If not OK, replace the faulty starter motor assembly. If not OK,
replace the faulty starter 1 The relay common feed terminal cavity 30 is motor assembly. If OK,
go to Step 2. The starter relay Fig. Go to Step 3. This terminal supplies battery voltage to the
starter solenoid field coils. There should be 2. If OK, cable. If not OK, repair the open circuit to
the 2 Raise and support the vehicle. It is energized when that secure the starter motor to the
engine block the ignition switch is held in the Start position. On Fig. Check for battery voltage at
the cavity for relay terminal 86 with the ignition switch in the Start position, and no voltage
when the ignition switch is released to the On position. If OK, go to Step 5. If not OK with an
automatic transmission, check for an open or short circuit to the ignition switch and repair, if
required. If not OK with a manual transmission, check the circuit between the relay and the
clutch pedal position switch for an open or a short. On vehicles with a manual transmission, it
is grounded at all times. Check for continuity to ground 4 Lower the starter motor from the
engine block at the cavity for relay terminal If not OK with a far enough to access and remove
the nut that secures manual transmission, repair the circuit to ground as the solenoid wire
harness connector eyelet to the required. If not OK with an automatic transmission, solenoid
terminal stud. If the circuit motor hang from the wire harness. Always support the starter motor
during this process, do not let the starter motor hang from the wire harness. Always support the
starter motor during this process, 4 While supporting the starter motor with one do not let the
starter motor hang from the wire har- hand, use the other hand to remove the upper rear ness.
Always support the starter in. Refer to Starter Motor Noise - 2. Always support the starter 6
Tighten both of the starter motor mounting motor during this process, do not let the starter
screws. Always support the starter motor 4. Always support the starter partment. Cold engine,
tight new engine, or heavy oil will increase starter amperage draw. This is and Gauges for
information done as reminder to check the three gauges. The lamp is located on the instrument
panel. The system is on when the engine is additional information. This voltage is connected
The generator is belt-driven by the engine using a through the PCM and supplied to one of the
genera- serpentine type drive belt. It is serviced only as a tor field terminals Gen. If the
generator fails for any rea- generator. The amount of DC current produced by the gener- As the
energized rotor begins to rotate within the ator is controlled by the EVR field control circuitry
generator, the spinning magnetic field induces a cur- contained within the PCM. This circuitry is
con- rent into the windings of the stator coil. Once the nected in series with the second rotor
field terminal generator begins producing sufficient current, it also and ground. A battery
temperature sensor, located in the bat- The Y type stator winding connections deliver the tery
tray housing, is used to sense battery tempera- induced AC current to 3 positive and 3 negative
ture. This temperature data, along with data from diodes for rectification. From the diodes,
rectified DC monitored line voltage, is used by the PCM to vary current is delivered to the
vehicle electrical system the battery charging rate. This is done by cycling the through the

generator battery terminal. Be certain that the Remember that an undercharged battery is often
replacement generator has the same output rating caused by: and part number as the original
unit. Refer to Group charging rate. This temperature data, along with 8A, Battery for procedures.
System voltage will battery posts, connections at engine block, starter be higher at colder
temperatures and is gradually solenoid and relay. They should be clean and tight. Repair as
required. Repair or replace as required. It is actually a voltage regulat- Replace or tighten bolts if
required. The EVR is not serviced separately. If torque specifications. Tighten or replace belt as
required. This circuitry is connected in series with Refer to Group 7, Cooling System for
information. Also check generator ground wire connec- control the strength of the rotor
magnetic field. The tion at engine if equipped. They should all be clean EVR circuitry monitors
system line voltage and bat- and tight. Also To perform a complete test of this sensor and its
refer to Charging System Operation for additional circuitry, refer to the appropriate Powertrain
Diag- information. The The following procedures may be used to diagnose opposite end of this
harness connects the sensor to the charging system if: the engine wiring harness. Position
generator for access to wire connec- tors. Disconnect terminal from genera- tor. Tighten
mounting nut to 8. The OBD system. Some circuits are checked continu- water pump will be
rotating in the wrong direction if ously and some are checked only under certain con- the belt is
installed incorrectly, causing the engine ditions. This 7, Cooling System. Refer to Group 7,
Cooling System for procedure. Refer to Group 8A, Battery for procedures. Generator Lower
Mounting Boltâ€” 2. Battery Terminal Nut. Ground Terminal Nut. Harness Hold-down Nut. Field
Terminal Nuts. Similarities and differences between the systems will be discussed. The ignition
system is controlled by the powertrain control module PCM on all engines. The ignition system
is controlled by the PCM. The position of the distributor will determine fuel synchronization
only. The PCM opens and closes the ignition coil ground All distributors contain an internal oil
seal that circuit to operate the ignition coil. This is done to prevents oil from entering the
distributor housing. Remove by the PCM is determined by five input factors: the spark plugs
and examine them for burned elec- engine coolant temperature, engine rpm, intake man- trodes
and fouled, cracked or broken porcelain insu- ifold temperature, manifold absolute pressure and
lators. Keep plugs arranged in the order in which throttle position. Replace All engines are
equipped with a camshaft driven spark plugs at the intervals recommended in Group
mechanical distributor containing a shaft driven dis- O, Lubrication and Maintenance. All
distributors are equipped with an Spark plugs that have low milage may be cleaned internal
camshaft position fuel sync sensor Fig. Refer to the Spark Plug Condition section of and
cylinder identification. The resistive spark plug cables are of nonmetallic construction. The
cables provide suppression of radio frequency emissions from the ignition system. By
controlling the coil ground circuit, the PCM is able to set the base timing and adjust the The
distributors on both the 2. This is done to meet chang- the 4. Base ignition The ignition coil is
not oil filled. The windings are timing and all timing advance is controlled by the embedded in
an epoxy compound. This provides heat powertrain control module PCM. Because ignition and
vibration resistance that allows the ignition coil timing is controlled by the PCM, base ignition
tim- to be mounted on the engine. The distributor is locked in place by a fork with a slot located
on the distributor housing base. Because the distributor position is battery voltage to the
ignition coil. The ground cir- locked when installed, its rotational position can not cuit for the
ASD relay is controlled by the Powertrain be changed. Engine speed and crankshaft position
are provided through the crankshaft position sensor. The sensor generates pulses that are the
input sent to the pow- ertrain control module PCM. The PCM interprets the sensor input to
determine the crankshaft posi- tion. The PCM then uses this position, along with other inputs, to
determine injector sequence and igni- tion timing. The sensor is a hall effect device combined
with an internal magnet. It is also sensitive to steel within a certain distance from it. The notches
cause a pulse to be generated when they pass under the sensor. The pulses are the input to the
PCM. For each engine revolution there are two groups of four pulses generated on 2. There are
3 groups of four pulses generated on 4. The trailing edge of the fourth notch, which causes
Engineâ€”Auto. The engine will not operate if the PCM does not receive a crankshaft position
sensor input. Engine Fig. Engineâ€” Automatic Transmission The sensor contains a hall effect
device called a sync signal generator to generate a fuel sync signal. This sync signal generator
detects a rotating pulse ring shutter on the distributor shaft. The pulse ring rotates degrees
through the sync signal genera- tor. Its signal is used in conjunction with the crank- shaft
position sensor to differentiate between fuel injection and spark events. It is also used to
synchro- nize the fuel injectors with their respective cylinders. When the leading edge of the
pulse ring shutter enters the sync signal generator, the following occurs: The interruption of
magnetic field causes the voltage to switch high resulting in a sync signal of approxi- mately 5
volts. When the trailing edge of the pulse ring shutter leaves the sync signal generator, the

following occurs: The change of the magnetic field causes the sync sig- nal voltage to switch
low to 0 volts. Engineâ€” umn. The interlock device is not serviceable. If repair is neces- sary,
the steering column assembly must be replaced. Refer to Group 19, Steering for procedures.
The shifter interlock cable can be adjusted or replaced. Refer to Group 21, Transmissions for
procedures. On vehicles equipped with a manual transmission, a lever is located on the steering
column behind the ignition key lock cylinder. The lever must be operated to allow rotation of the
ignition key lock cylinder. The lever mechanism is not serviced separately. If repair is
necessary, the steering column assembly must be replaced. Also refer to the appropriate
Powertrain Diagnostics Procedures man- ual. Also refer to the appropriate Powertrain
Diagnostics Procedures manual. To test the coil only, refer to the following: The ignition coil
Fig. Inspect the ignition coil for arcing. Test the coil primary and secondary resistance. Replace
any coil that does not meet specifications. Replace cable if it has been burned or damaged.
Arcing at the tower will carbonize the cable boot, which if it is connected to a new ignition coil,
will cause the coil to fail. If the secondary coil cable shows any signs of dam- age, it should be
replaced with a new cable and new terminal. Carbon tracking on the old cable can cause arcing
and the failure of a new ignition coil. Visually inspect the cap for cracks, carbon paths, broken
towers or damaged rotor button Fig. Also check for white deposits on the inside caused by
condensation Fig. Replace any cap that displays charred or eroded terminals. The machined
surface of a terminal end faces toward rotor will indicate some evidence of erosion from normal
operation. Examine the terminal ends for evi- dence of mechanical interference with the rotor
tip. Do not attempt to adjust ignition timing by dence of corrosion or the effects of arcing on the
rotating the distributor. Also check for evidence of mechanical interference with the cap. Some
charring is normal on the end of the metal tip. The silicone-dielectric- NOTE: Do not attempt to
modify the distributor varnish-compound applied to the rotor tip for radio housing to get
distributor rotation. Distributor posi- interference noise suppression, will appear charred. This
is normal. Do not remove the charred com- pound. Test the spring for insufficient tension. All
ignition timing functions are controlled by the Replace a rotor that displays any of these
adverse powertrain control module PCM. For additional conditions. For wire identification, refer
to circuitry, refer to the DRB scan tool. Also refer to the Group 8W, Wiring Diagrams. Leave the
PCM connector connected for The camshaft position sensor is located in the dis- this test. This
is checked between the distributor connector and cavity A at the PCM. If continuity is not
present, repair the harness as necessary. If continuity is not present, repair the har- ness as
necessary. The voltmeter needle Fig. This verifies that the camshaft circuitry, refer to the
appropriate Powertrain Diag- position sensor in the distributor is operating prop- nostics
Procedures service manual. To test the sensor erly and a sync pulse signal is being generated.
Do not remove the distributor connec- tor from the distributor. Be sure that the connector is not
damaged spark plugs. Terminals should be fully seated. The when inserting the paper clips.
Attach voltmeter insulators should be in good condition and should fit leads to these paper
clips. This is at done the distributor must be replaced. For wire identification, refer Clean high
voltage ignition cables with a cloth to Group 8W, Wiring Diagrams. Wipe the 2 Connect the
negative - voltmeter lead into the cables dry. Check for brittle or cracked insulation. For wire
identification, refer to Group 8W, Wiring Diagrams. When testing secondary cables for damage
with an 4 Remove distributor cap from distributor two oscilloscope, follow the instructions of
the equipment screws. Rotate crank the engine until the distribu- manufacturer. If an
oscilloscope is not available, spark plug cables The movable pulse ring should now be within
the may be tested as follows: sensor pickup. This may cause possible heat damage to the leads
for a good connection. Total test time must not exceed ten minutes. Inspect the igni- good
engine ground. If the cable and spark plug are tion coil tower for cracks, burns or corrosion.
The few deposits present on the spark plug will With the engine not running, connect one end of
a probably be light tan or slightly gray in color. This is test probe to a good ground. Start the
engine and run evident with most grades of commercial gasoline the other end of the test probe
along the entire Fig. There will not be evidence of electrode length of all spark plug cables. If
cables are cracked burning. Gap growth will not average more than or punctured, there will be a
noticeable spark jump approximately 0. The cable miles of operation. Spark plugs that have
normal running from the ignition coil to the distributor cap wear can usually be cleaned, have
the electrodes can be checked in the same manner. Cracked, dam- filed, have the gap set and
then be installed. Use an ohmmeter to test for open circuits, exces- sive resistance or loose
terminals. Remove the dis- tributor cap from the distributor. Do not remove cables from cap.
Remove cable from spark plug. Connect ohmmeter to spark plug terminal end of cable and to
corresponding electrode in distributor cap. Resistance should be to Ohms per inch of cable. If
not, remove cable from distributor cap tower and connect ohmmeter to the terminal ends of
cable. Test all spark plug cables in this manner. This rust color can be misdiagnosed as being

caused by coolant in the com- bustion chamber. Spark plug performance may be affected by
MMT deposits. To test ignition coil-to-distributor cap cable, do not remove the cable from the
cap. If resistance is fouling. The deposits that cause cold fouling are basi- not within
specifications as found in the Spark Plug cally carbon Fig. A dry, black deposit on one or Cable
Resistance chart, remove the cable from the two plugs in a set may be caused by sticking
valves distributor cap. Connect the ohmmeter to the termi- or defective spark plug cables. Cold
carbon fouling nal ends of the cable. If resistance is not within spec- of the entire set of spark
plugs may be caused by a clogged air cleaner element or repeated short operat- ing times short
trips. In older engines, worn piston rings, leaking valve guide seals or excessive cylinder wear
can cause wet fouling. In new or recently overhauled engines, wet fouling may occur before
break-in nor- mal oil control is achieved. This condition can usu- ally be resolved by cleaning
and reinstalling the fouled plugs. They may appear to be harmful, but this is a normal condition
caused by chemical addi- tives in certain fuels. These additives are designed to change the
chemical nature of deposits and decrease spark plug misfire tendencies. Notice that accumulation on the ground electrode and shell area may be heavy, but the deposits are easily removed.
Spark plugs with scavenger deposits can be considered nor- mal in condition and can be
cleaned using standard procedures. These deposits accumulate on the spark plugs during
continuous stop-and-go driving. When the engine is suddenly subjected to a high torque load,
deposits partially liq- uefy and bridge the gap between electrodes Fig. This short circuits the
electrodes. Spark plugs with Fig. Under certain conditions, severe detonation can also separate
the insulator from the center electrode Fig. Spark plugs with this condition must be replaced.
The center elec- trode dissolves first and the ground electrode dis- solves somewhat latter Fig.
Insulators appear relatively deposit free. Determine if the spark plug has the correct heat range
rating for the engine. Determine if ignition timing is over advanced or if other operating
conditions are causing engine over- Fig. The heat range rating refers to the operat- ing
temperature of a particular type spark plug. Grasp the boot not the cable and electrode insulator
that also appears blistered Fig. The increase in electrode gap will be consider- ably in excess of
0. Never pull directly on the cable. Internal damage to cable will result. This will help prevent
foreign material from entering the combustion chamber. It could cause cross ignition of the
spark plugs, The plugs may be cleaned using commercially or short circuit the cables to
ground. After clean- 1 Start the spark plug into the cylinder head by ing, file the center electrode
flat with a small point hand to avoid cross threading. The ignition coil is an epoxy filled type. If
the coil is replaced, it must be replaced with the same type. If On the 2. Never attempt to adjust
distributor Fig. On the 4. Always tighten spark plugs to the specified torque. Over tightening can
cause distortion. This may result in a change in the spark plug gap, or a cracked por- celain
insulator. The two sensor mount- ing bolts are specially machined to correctly space Fig. Do not
attempt to install any other 4 Remove distributor rotor from distributor shaft. New replacement
sensors will be equipped with a Align sensor into notch on distributor housing. If installing 2
Connect wiring harness. This 4 Install distributor cap. Tighten mounting spacer will be ground
off the first time engine is screws. If spacer is not used, sensor will be broken the first time
engine is started. If not, obtain spacer prevents oil from entering the distributor housing. The
seal is not serviceable. The pin is located in an access hole on the bottom of the distrib- utor
housing Fig. It is used to temporarily lock the rotor to the cylinder number 1 position during
installation. The pin must be removed after install- ing the distributor. Rotate Distributor
removal is not necessary for sensor engine at vibration dampener bolt until compression
removal. Refer to Fig. Do this until tributor. Always rotate engine in against the engine block
Fig. The centerline of direction of normal rotation. Do not rotate engine the slot aligns with the
distributor holddown bolt backward to align timing marks. Distributor rotation is not cal cooling
fan and shroud assembly from radiator. It does not determine ignition tim- damper bolt. This is
due to the helical cut gears on distributor and 2 Disconnect coil secondary cable at coil. Do not
utor removal. During installation, this will be remove rotor. Refer to previous pump gear through
hole on side of engine. On the 15 4. If not, place a flat blade screwdriver into oil pump gear and
rotate it into proper position. This pin is used to temporarily hold rotor to cyl- inder number 1
firing position during distributor installation. If pin is in place, proceed to Step 8. If not, proceed
to next step. Lift straight up. Note that 2. The same may have to be done tool through proper
alignment hole in plastic ring to engage distributor gear with camshaft gear. This will prevent
distributor shaft and rotor from rotating. Continue to engage dis- tributor into engine. The rotor
and distributor will rotate clockwise during installation. This is due to the helical cut gears on
distributor and camshaft. When distributor is fully seated to engine block, the centerline of base
slot should be aligned to clamp bolt mounting hole on engine Fig. Continue to engage distributor into engine. The rotor and distributor will rotate Fig. This is due to the heli- 4-Cylinder
Engine cal cut gears on distributor and camshaft. The key cylinder must be removed first before

removing ignition switch. In this position, the holddown bolt should Fig. No adjustments are
necessary. Proceed to next step. Or, if plastic alignment pin was used, remove it straight down
from bottom of distributor. Discard plastic pin. Align wiring harness grommet to notch in
distributor housing. CAUTION: If the distributor cap is incorrectly posi- tioned on distributor
housing, cap or rotor may be damaged when engine is started. For proper firing order, refer to
Specifi- cations section at the end of this group. See Engine Firing Order. Refer to previous
steps. Make sure that locking tabs are fully seated into wiring connectors. If key is difficult to
rotate or is difficult to remove, the shift lever-to-steering column cable may be out of adjustment or defective. Refer to Group 21, Transmission Fig. Manual Transmission: Be sure key
cannot be removed until release lever is operated. If 3 Remove ignition switch mounting screw
Fig. Release lever mechanism is not serviced or equivalent to remove the screw. If repair is
necessary, the steering column 4 Using a small screwdriver, push on locking tab must be
replaced. Refer to Group 19, Steering for Fig. The cable can be adjusted or replaced. The
ignition interlock device within the steering column is not serviceable. If service is nec- essary,
the steering column must be replaced. Crankshaft Position Sensor Nutsâ€”2. Crankshaft
Position Sensor Boltâ€”4. Distributor Hold Down Bolt. Distributor Cap Screws. Ignition Coil
Mounting if tapped bolts are used. Spark Plugs all engines. The instrument Modular instrument
panel construction allows all panel is also designed so that all of the various con- of the gauges
and controls to be serviced from the trols can be safely reached and the monitors can be front
of the panel. In addition, most of the instru- easily viewed by the vehicle operator when driving,
ment panel electrical or heating and air conditioning while still allowing relative ease of access
to each of components can be accessed without complete instru- these items for service. If
necessary, the instrument the vehicle glove box for more information on the fea- panel can be
removed from the vehicle as an assem- tures, use and operation of all of the instrument bly.
Removal of the steering column opening cover and This group is responsible for covering
service infor- the knee blocker provides access to the steering col- mation for the vehicle
instrument panel systems. Removal of the instrument panel in a single section of the service
glove box provides access to the fuseblock module, manual would not be practical. Therefore,
the service additional instrument panel wiring, and many of the information for any component
will be found in the heating and air conditioning components. For more information on this
function, refer to Removal of the instrument panel center bezel Instrument Cluster in the
Diagnosis and Testing allows access to the radio, the heating and air condi- section of this
group. These is serviced only as a unit with the accessory switch items replace the chime or
buzzer module, and the bezel. Refer to Chime Warning System in the ment panel is removed to
service the instrument Description and Operation section of Group 8U - panel speakers. If a
cluster gauge or the A single instrument cluster is offered on this cluster circuit board are
faulty, the entire cluster model. This cluster is an electromechanical unit that must be replaced.
The cluster lens, the cluster hood utilizes integrated circuitry and information carried and mask,
the rear cluster housing cover, the odom- on the Chrysler Collision Detection CCD data bus eter
reset knob boot and the incandescent lamp bulbs network for control of all gauges and many of
the and holders are available for service replacement. All of the instrument cluster gauges,
except the This cluster also includes provisions for the follow- odometer, are air core magnetic
units. Two fixed elec- ing indicator lamps: tromagnetic coils are located within the gauge. The
gauge needle moves as the movable permanent The instrument cluster circuitry has a
self-diagnos- magnet aligns itself to the changing magnetic fields tic actuator test capability,
which will test each of the created around it by the electromagnets. A cigar lighter that fits into
the ter and are served by the cluster circuit board and power outlet is a dealer-installed option.
If the cluster circuitry in response to messages received base is faulty or damaged, the
accessory switch bezel over the Chrysler Collision Detection CCD data bus unit must be
replaced. The cigar lighter knob and network. This The anti-lock brake system lamp, brake
warning component cannot be repaired and, if faulty or dam- lamp, four-wheel drive indicator
lamp, headlamp aged, it must be replaced. Refer to ter uses incandescent bulbs and holders,
which are Accessory Relay in the Description and Operation available for service replacement.
When the park or head lamps features a sliding protective heat shield. When the are turned on,
the cluster illumination lamps light. The instrument cluster illumi- If the cigar lighter knob is
pushed inward, the heat nation lamps receive battery feed from the panel shield slides up
toward the knob exposing the heat- dimmer rheostat in the headlamp switch through a ing
element, and the heating element extends from fuse in the fuseblock module. The either side of
the insulated contact inside the bottom instrument cluster electronic circuitry responds by of
the receptacle shell. These clips engage and hold adjusting the dimming level of the odometer
Vacuum the heating element of the dealer-installed cigar Fluorescent Display VFD , and sending
dimming lighter against the insulated contact long enough for level messages over the Chrysler

Collision Detection the resistor coil to heat up. When the heating ele- CCD data bus network.
When the park lamps or ment is engaged with the contact, battery current headlamps are turned
off, the VFD is illuminated at can flow through the resistor coil to ground, causing full
brightness for improved daylight visibility. Each of the cluster illumination lamps is located on
When the resistor coil becomes sufficiently heated, the instrument cluster circuit board. Each
cluster excess heat radiates from the heating element caus- illumination lamp has a replaceable
bulb and bulb ing the spring-clips to expand. Once the spring-clips holder. The power outlet is
installed in the its circumference for safety. If all of the gauges and passenger compartment.
Organization ISO relay. If OK, go to Step 3. If not OK, current capacities, terminal patterns, and
terminal repair the shorted circuit or component as required functions. The ISO relay consists
of an electromagnetic coil, a 4 Disconnect and isolate the battery negative resistor or diode, and
three two fixed and one mov- cable. Remove the instrument cluster. Connect the able electrical
contacts. The movable common feed battery negative cable. When the elec- wire harness
connector A. If OK, refer to Instru- tromagnetic coil is energized, it draws the movable ment
Cluster - Actuator Test in the Diagnosis and contact away from the normally closed fixed
contact, Testing section of this group. If OK, go to Step normally closed position. The resistor
or diode is con- 6. If not OK, repair the shorted circuit or component nected in parallel with the
electromagnetic coil in the as required and replace the faulty fuse. If OK, go to Step 7. If an
Install the instrument cluster. Connect the battery individual gauge or Chrysler Collision
Detection negative cable. Turn the ignition switch to the On CCD data bus message-controlled
indicator lamp is position. Set the park brake. The red brake warning inoperative, go directly to
the Actuator Test. If an lamp should light. If OK, go to Step 8. If not OK, go individual hard wired
indicator lamp is inoperative, to Step 9. Diagnosis in the Diagnosis and Testing section of Turn
on the park lamps and adjust the panel lamps this group for the procedures to diagnosis that
lamp. If OK, refer to Instrument Cluster - grams. Actuator Test in the Diagnosis and Testing
section of this group. If not OK, go to Step Turn the ignition switch to the On 1 Begin the test
with the ignition switch in the position. Check for battery voltage at the fused igni- Off position.
If OK, 3 While holding the trip odometer reset button refer to Instrument Cluster - Actuator Test
in the depressed, turn the ignition switch to the On posi- Diagnosis and Testing section of this
group. If not tion, but do not start the engine. OK, repair the open fused ignition switch output 4
Release the trip odometer reset button. Check for con- 6 The instrument cluster will
automatically exit tinuity between the ground circuit cavity of the the self-diagnostic mode and
return to normal opera- instrument cluster wire harness connector A and a tion at the
completion of the test, if the ignition good ground. If OK, refer switch is turned to the Off
position during the test, to Instrument Cluster - Actuator Test in the or if a vehicle speed
message indicating that the Diagnosis and Testing section of this group. In Each of the lamps
found in this section depends this mode the instrument cluster can perform a self- upon a hard
wired circuit input to the instrument diagnostic test that will confirm that the instrument cluster
for proper operation. The following procedures cluster circuitry, the gauges, and the CCD data
bus will help to diagnose conditions that may cause an message controlled indicator lamps are
capable of inoperative hard wired lamp circuit condition. The diagnosis found here addresses
an inoperative If an individual gauge does not respond properly, Anti-lock Brake System ABS
lamp condition. If the or does not respond at all during the actuator test, ABS lamp stays on
with the ignition switch in the the instrument cluster should be removed. However, On position,
or comes on and stays on while driving, check that the gauge mounting screws on the instrurefer to Antilock Brakes in the Diagnosis and Test- ment cluster electronic circuit board for
proper tight- ing section of Group 5 - Brakes for diagnosis. If no ness before considering
instrument cluster ABS problem is found, the following procedure will replacement. If the gauge
mounting screws check help locate a short or open in the ABS lamp circuit. OK, replace the
faulty cluster. For complete circuit descriptions, refer to Instru- If an individual indicator lamp
does not illuminate ment Cluster in the Contents of Group 8W - Wiring during the actuator test,
the instrument cluster Diagrams. If OK, go to Step holder is properly installed on the instrument
cluster 2. If not OK, repair the shorted circuit or component electronic circuit board before
considering instrument as required and replace the faulty fuse. If the bulb and bulb holder 2
Turn the ignition switch to the On position. Disconnect and isolate the battery negative cable.
Disconnect the wire harness connector at the park Remove the instrument cluster. Connect the
battery brake switch. With the park brake released, check for negative cable. Turn the ignition
switch to the On continuity between the park brake switch terminal position and within five
seconds check for continuity and a good ground. There should be no continuity. If not OK,
adjust or replace the cavity of the instrument cluster wire harness connec- faulty park brake
switch. There should be continuity 4 Disconnect the wire harness connector at the for five
seconds after ignition On, and then an open brake warning switch. Check for continuity

between circuit. If OK, replace the faulty bulb. If not OK, go the two terminals of the brake
warning switch. There to Step 4. If not OK, 4 Turn the ignition switch to the Off position. Check
for continuity between the In each case, there should be no continuity. If not OK, replace the
faulty brake warn- instrument cluster wire harness connector A and a ing switch. If OK, go 6
With both the park brake switch and the brake to Step 5. If not OK, repair the shorted ABS
warning warning switch wire harness connectors still discon- indicator driver circuit as
required. If OK, go to harness connector. If OK, Step 7. If not OK, repair the shorted red brake
warn- refer to Antilock Brakes in the Diagnosis and Test- ing indicator driver circuit as required.
If not OK, repair the open ABS warning indi- tion, check for continuity between the red brake
cator driver circuit as required. If OK, go to Step The diagnosis found here addresses an
inoperative 8. If not OK, repair the open red brake warning indi- brake warning lamp condition. If
the brake warning cator driver circuit to the ignition switch as required. Check for continuity
while driving, refer to Base Brake System for vehi- between the red brake warning indicator
driver cir- cles not equipped with the four wheel anti-lock brake cuit cavity of the instrument
cluster wire harness system, or refer to Antilock Brakes for vehicles connector A and a good
ground. There should be no equipped with the four wheel anti-lock brake system continuity. If
OK, go to Step 9. If not OK, repair the in the Diagnosis and Testing section of Group 5 - shorted
red brake warning indicator driver circuit as Brakes for further diagnosis. If no brake system
required. For warning indicator driver circuit cavities of the instru- complete circuit diagrams,
refer to Instrument ment cluster wire harness connector A and the brake Cluster in the Contents
of Group 8W - Wiring Dia- warning switch wire harness connector. There should grams. If OK,
go to Step driver circuit as required. If not OK, repair the shorted circuit or component as
required and replace the faulty fuse. The diagnosis found here addresses an inoperative Check
for battery voltage at the fused ignition switch instrument cluster illumination lamp condition. If
the problem being diagnosed includes inoperative OK, go to Step 3. If the sis and Testing
section of Group 8L - Lamps for problem being diagnosed is related to lamp accuracy,
diagnosis. If no exterior lighting system problems are be certain to confirm that the problem is
with the found, the following procedure will help locate a lamp or switch and not with a
damaged or inopera- short or open in the cluster illumination lamp circuit. If no transfer case
problem is found, the cluster illumination lamps can be dimmed, repair the following procedure
will help locate a short or open open headlamp switch output circuit input to the in the indicator
lamp circuit. For complete circuit instrument cluster. Group 8W - Wiring Diagrams. If OK, go to
Step fuseblock module. If not OK, 2. If not OK, repair the shorted circuit or component repair the
shorted circuit or component as required as required and replace the faulty fuse. If clockwise to
just before the interior lamps detent. OK, go to Step 3. Rotate the headlamp tion switch as
required. The reading should go from battery voltage to Disconnect and isolate the battery
negative cable. If not OK, repair the Disconnect the transfer case switch wire harness con- open
panel lamps dimmer switch signal circuit to the nector. Check for continuity between the
ground cir- headlamp switch as required. If the circuit tests OK, cuit cavity of the transfer case
switch wire harness refer to Headlamp Diagnosis in the Diagnosis and connector and a good
ground. There should be conti- Testing section of Group 8L - Lamps to diagnose the nuity. If not
OK, repair the open headlamp switch. Turn the cable. Turn the head- ignition switch to the On
position. Install a jumper lamp switch off. Remove the panel lamps dimmer wire between the
part time four wheel drive indicator fuse from the fuseblock module. Probe the fused lamp
driver circuit cavity of the transfer case switch panel lamps dimmer switch signal circuit cavity
of wire harness connector and a good ground. The four- the instrument cluster wire harness
connector A. If OK, Check for continuity to a good ground. There should replace the faulty
transfer case switch. If not OK, go be no continuity. If not OK, to Step 5. With the transfer
fuseblock module. Connect the battery negative case switch wire harness connector still
disconnected, cable. Turn the park lamps on with the headlamp check for continuity between
the part time four switch. Rotate the headlamp switch knob counter- wheel drive indicator lamp
driver circuit cavity of the clockwise to just before the interior lamps detent. If OK, go dimmer
switch signal circuit cavity of the instrument to Step 6. If not OK, repair the shorted part time
cluster wire harness connector A. If OK, replace the four wheel drive indicator lamp driver
circuit as faulty cluster illumination lamp bulb s and bulb required. If not OK, repair the open
fused panel 6 Check for continuity between the part time lamps dimmer switch signal circuit as
required. If not OK, repair the open part time four wheel ment panel, near the cowl side inner
panel in the drive indicator lamp driver circuit as required. The diagnosis found here addresses
an inoperative headlamp high beam indicator lamp condition. Refer to Accessory Relay in the 2
Connect the battery negative cable. Turn the Removal and Installation section of this group for
the headlamps on and select the high beams with the procedures. Check for battery voltage 2 A
relay in the de-energized position should at the high beam indicator driver circuit cavity of the

have continuity between terminals 87A and 30, and instrument cluster wire harness connector
A. If OK, no continuity between terminals 87 and If OK, go replace the faulty bulb. If not OK,
repair the open to Step 3. The diagnosis found here addresses an inoperative There should now
be continuity between terminals turn signal indicator lamp condition. For any other 30 and 87,
and no continuity between terminals 87A turn signal problem, refer to Turn Signal and Haz- and
If no turn signal or hazard warning system problem is found, the follow- ing procedure will help
locate a short or open in the indicator lamp circuit. Activate the hazard warning system by
moving the hazard warning switch button to the On position. Check for battery voltage at the
inoperative right or left turn signal circuit cavity of the instrument cluster wire harness
connector connector A - left, or connector B - right. There should be a switching on and off battery voltage signal. If OK, replace the faulty right or Fig. If OK, replace the faulty cigar nected to
the common feed terminal 30 in the ener- lighter knob and element. If not OK, go to Step 3. This
terminal supplies battery voltage 3 Turn the ignition switch to the Off position. There should be
Remove the instrument panel accessory switch bezel. There should be power outlet wire
harness connector at all times. If continuity. If not OK, repair the open acces- open ground
circuit to ground as required. Turn the outlet wire harness connector as required. If OK, replace
the faulty should have continuity to ground at all times. If OK, accessory switch bezel unit. If not
OK, refer to go to Step 5. Turn the ignition switch to the On position. If not OK, go to Step
opening cover rearward to disengage the hinge hook 3. Tighten 3 Tilt the upper edge of the
steering column the screws to 2. Refer to Steering Column 4 Install and tighten the two screws
that secure Opening Cover in the Removal and Installation sec- the steering column opening
cover to the instrument tion of this group for the procedures. Tighten the screws to 2. Refer to
Knee Blocker in the Removal and cable. Installation section of this group for the procedures.
Refer to Knee Blocker in the Removal and their receptacles in the instrument panel Fig. Tighten
the nut to 2. Refer to Steering Col- Fig. Refer to Steering Column panel Fig. Opening Cover in
the Removal and Installation sec- 5 Remove the three screws that secure the upper tion of this
group for the procedures. Refer to Cluster Bezel in the Removal and including the odometer
reset knob, the gauge mask, Installation section of this group for the procedures. Following are
the service procedures for ment cluster to the instrument panel Fig. However, the illumination
lamps 4 Pull the instrument cluster rearward far and the indicator lamps use different bulb and
bulb enough to disengage the two self-docking instrument holder unit sizes. They must never
be interchanged. Always use the ment panel. The instrument panel ment panel. Refer to
Instrument Cluster in the has two self-docking wire harness connectors that Removal and
Installation section of this group for the will be automatically aligned with, and connected to
procedures. Refer to Cluster Bezel in the Removal and Installation section of this group for the
procedures. Refer to Instrument Cluster in the Removal and Installation section of this group for
the Some of the components for the instrument cluster procedures. The 3 Work around the
perimeter of the cluster hous- serviced components include: the incandescent ing to disengage
each of the latches that secure the instrument cluster indicator lamp and illumination cluster
lens to the cluster housing Fig. Refer to Instrument Cluster in the Removal and Installation
section of this group for the procedures. Refer to Instrument Cluster in the 2 Remove the
instrument cluster from the instru- Removal and Installation section of this group for the ment
panel. Refer to Instrument Cluster in the procedures. Removal and Installation section of this
group for the 3 Remove the cluster lens from the cluster hous- procedures. Refer to Instrument
Cluster Components - 3 Work around the perimeter of the cluster hous- Cluster Lens in the
Removal and Installation sec- ing to disengage each of the latches that secure the tion of this
group for the procedures. Refer to Instrument Cluster in the the cluster lens to the cluster
housing is fully Removal and Installation section of this group for the engaged. Refer to
Instrument Cluster in the and indicator lamp bulb and bulb holder units from Removal and
Installation section of this group for the the electronic circuit board. Refer to Instrument
procedures. Cluster Components - Cluster Bulbs in the 5 Reconnect the battery negative cable.
Removal and Installation section of this group for the procedures. Refer to Instrument Cluster
ing hole from the back of the cluster lens. Components - Cluster Hood and Mask in the 2 Pull
the odometer reset knob into the mounting Removal and Installation section of this group for
the hole from the face of the cluster lens. Refer to Instrument Cluster Components - ing.
However, the illumination lamps 1 Align the hood and mask unit with the cluster and the
indicator lamps use different bulb and bulb housing. An incorrect bulb size or type 4 Install the
cluster lens onto the cluster hous- may overheat and cause damage to the instrument ing. Refer
to Instrument Cluster in the into the correct bulb mounting hole in the cluster Removal and
Installation section of this group for the electronic circuit board. Refer to Instrument Cluster in
the ter housing. Removal and Installation section of this group for the 2 Press firmly and evenly
on the rear cover until procedures. Refer to Instrument Cluster in the 1 Align the cluster lens

with the cluster hood and Removal and Installation section of this group for the mask unit. Refer
to Instrument Panel Top Cover in the 4 Install and tighten the two screws that secure Removal
and Installation section of this group for the the top of the center bezel to the top of the instruprocedures. Removal and Installation section of this group for the 7 Pull the lower edge of the
center bezel away procedures. Refer to Glove Box in the Removal and lower edge of the
instrument panel. Tighten the screw to 2. Refer to Glove Box in the Removal and 3 Install the
glove box onto the instrument panel. Refer to Glove Box in the Removal and Installation 3
Remove the glove box latch and handle from section of this group for the procedures. Refer to
Glove Box Components - 4 Reconnect the battery negative cable. Discard the used grab handle
cable. Refer to Glove Box in the Removal and Installation section of this group for the
procedures. Refer to Glove Box Latch panel. Striker in the Removal and Installation section of 2
Reach through and above the glove box opening this group for the procedures. Refer to
Instrument Panel Grab Handle in ment panel. Tighten the nuts to 5. Refer to Instrument Panel
Grab Handle in cable. Refer to Knee Blocker in the Removal and 3 Remove the glove box latch
striker from the Installation section of this group for the procedures. Refer to Glove Box Latch 3
Remove the steering column from the vehicle, Striker in the Removal and Installation section of
but do not remove the driver side airbag module, the this group for the procedures. Be certain
that the steering wheel is locked handle bezel to the instrument panel Fig. Refer to Glove Box in
the Removal and 1 Position the grab handle bezel onto the instru- Installation section of this
group for the procedures. Tighten the nuts to 28 Fig. Refer to Radio in the Removal and
Installation sec- 6 Install the glove box onto the instrument panel. Refer to Ducts and Out- driver
side. Be the vehicle. Refer to Instrument Panel Assembly certain that the steering wheel is
locked and secured in the Removal and Installation section of this group from rotation to
prevent the loss of clockspring cen- for the procedures. Refer to Steering Column in the
Removal 10 Place the instrument panel on a suitable work and Installation section of Group 19 Steering for surface. Be certain to take the proper precautions to the procedures. Refer to Knee
Blocker in the Removal and 11 Remove the passenger side airbag door from Installation section
of this group for the procedures. Refer to Passenger Side Air- 10 Reconnect the battery negative
cable. Refer to Instrument Cluster in the the way data link wire harness connector to the
Removal and Installation section of this group for the instrument panel. Refer to Instrument
Panel instrument panel. Group 8M - Passive Restraint Systems for the proce- 4 Remove the grab
handle bezel from the instru- dures. Refer to Instrument Panel Assembly in this group for the
procedures. Refer to Ducts and Out- Audio Systems for the procedures. Removal and
Installation section of this group for the 9 Install the speaker bezels onto the instrument
procedures. Refer to Instrument Panel Speakers in the 13 Reconnect the battery negative cable.
Gently pry the headlamp leveling switch out of the steering column cover. Failure to place the
ignition switch in the Off An audio system is standard factory-installed position can cause the
radio display to become scram- equipment on this model, unless the vehicle is bled when the
IOD fuse is removed and replaced. The IOD fuse should be checked if the radio is inoperative.
All factory-in- two full-range speakers. Each speaker is mounted stalled radio receivers are
stereo Electronically behind a removable bezel located on the outboard Tuned Radios ETR , and
include an electronic digital ends of the lower instrument panel. The sound bar option adds two
full-range speakers The radio can only be serviced by an authorized to the standard speaker
system, for a total of four radio repair station. Refer to the latest Warranty Pol- speakers. Each
of the additional speakers is mounted icies and Procedures manual for a current listing of
behind a grille located on the outboard ends of the authorized radio repair stations. The antenna
mast is con- Draw IOD fuse that is removed when the vehicle is nected to the center wire of the
coaxial antenna shipped from the factory. This fuse feeds various cable, and is not grounded to
any part of the vehicle. The antenna coaxial cable shield the clock and radio station preset
memory functions. The fuse is removed to prevent battery discharge during vehicle storage.
This additional disconnect allows the instru- ing. Therefore, no antenna trimmer adjustment is
required or possible when replacing the receiver or the antenna. Fuse faulty. Check radio fuses
in Power Distribution Center. Replace fuses, if required. Radio connector faulty. Check for loose
or corroded radio connector. Repair, if required. Wiring faulty. Check for battery voltage at radio
connector. Repair wiring, if required. Ground faulty. Check for continuity between radio chassis
and a known good ground. Repair ground, if required. Radio faulty. Exchange or replace radio,
if required. Speakers faulty. See speaker diagnosis, in this group. Check ignition-off draw fuse.
Replace fuse, if required. Repair, if TIME. Antenna faulty. See antenna diagnosis, in this group.
Faulty tape. Insert known good tape and test operation. Foreign objects behind 2. Remove
foreign objects and test operation. Dirty cassette tape 3. Clean head with Mopar Cassette Head
Cleaner. Faulty tape deck. Faulty CD. Insert known good CD and test operation. DISC 2. Foreign
material on 2. Clean CD and test operation. Condensation on CD 3. Allow temperature of vehicle

interior to stabilize and test or optics. Faulty CD player. Note the speaker locations that are not
per- forming correctly. Go to Step 2. Remove the radio. Do not allow any speaker wire harness
connectors at the radio. In 1 Check the fuse s in the Power Distribution each case, there should
be no continuity. If not OK, repair Step 4. Unplug the wire harness connector at the 2 Check for
battery voltage at the fuse s in the inoperative speaker. In required. If OK, 3 Disconnect and
isolate the battery negative replace the shorted speaker. If not OK, repair the cable. Remove the
radio, but do not unplug the radio shorted circuit as required. Check for continuity 4 Plug in the
speaker wire harness connector. If not OK, circuit and return â€” circuit cavities of the radio
wire repair the open radio chassis ground circuit as harness connectors for the inoperative
speaker loca- required. The meter should read between 3 and 8 ohms 4 Connect the battery
negative cable. Turn the speaker resistance. If not OK, ignition switch to the On position. Check
for battery go to Step 6. Turn the ignition switch to the ness connector. If not OK, repair On
position. Turn on the radio and test the speaker the open circuit as required. If OK, replace the
faulty radio. If not OK, 5 Turn the ignition switch to the Off position. Turn the ignition switch to
ity of the left gray radio wire harness connector. If the Off position. Disconnect and isolate the
battery OK, replace the faulty radio. If not OK, repair the open negative cable. Remove the test
radio. Check for continuity. The following four tests are used to diagnose the 2 Connect one
ohmmeter test lead to the tip of antenna with an ohmmeter: the antenna mast. Replace the faulty
base and cable, if are shown in Antenna Tests Fig. Tests 2 and 4 must be conducted in two Test
3 checks the condition of the vehicle body steps to isolate a coaxial cable problem; from the
ground connection. This test should be performed coaxial cable connection under the right end
of the with the battery positive cable removed from the bat- instrument panel near the right cowl
side inner tery. Disconnect both battery cables, the negative panel to the antenna base, and
then from the coax- cable first. Reconnect the battery negative cable and ial cable connection to
the radio chassis connec- perform the test as follows: tion. Connect the other test lead to the
battery negative post. Repair the ground strap connection, if required. TEST 4 Test 4 checks the
condition of the ground between the antenna base and the vehicle body as follows: 1 Connect
one ohmmeter test lead to the vehicle fender. Connect the other test lead to the outer crimp on
the antenna coaxial cable connector. Proceed as follows: 1 Unplug the antenna coaxial cable
connector from the radio chassis and isolate. If excessive resistance is found in the instrument
panel. Refer to Instrument Panel Top any ground circuit, clean, tighten, or repair the Cover in
Group 8E - Instrument Panel Systems for ground circuits or connections to ground as required
the procedures. Inspect the fol- the ash receiver housing that secures the center lowing
secondary ignition system components: bezel to the lower instrument panel Fig. Remember that
mag- far enough to access the wire harness connectors and netic antenna mounts on the roof
panel can adversely the antenna coaxial cable connector Fig. Tighten the instrument panel
center bezel 3 Using a trim stick or another suitable wide mounting screws to 2. Install 10
Reverse the removal procedures to install. Tighten the speaker mounting screws to 1. Tighten
the speaker bezel mounting screws cover over the top of the sport bar far enough to to 2.
Tighten the mounting screws to 1. Refer remove it from the vehicle. Refer to Folding Down in.
Tighten the antenna mast to 3. Tighten the nut to 5. Tighten the screw to Tighten the screw to 1.
The ground strap eyelet frame ground strap eyelet to the top of the right with a 45 degree bend
in it is to be mounted on the frame rail. Tighten the nut to Each horn is A dual-note electric horn
system is standard facto- secured with a bracket to the left front inner fender ry-installed
equipment on this model. The standard shield just ahead of the left front wheel house in the
equipment horn system features a one low-note horn engine compartment. The two horn
brackets are unit and one high-note horn unit. The horn system mounted in the same location,
one on top of the uses a non-switched source of battery current so that other. The high-note
horn for the optional dual-note the system will remain functional, regardless of the horn system
is connected in parallel with and ignition switch position. The horn system includes secured
with a bracket just forward of the low-note the following components: horn. Fol- replaced. The
dia- cealed beneath the driver side airbag module trim phragm is secured in suspension around
its cover in the center of the steering wheel. Depressing perimeter by the mating surfaces of the
horn hous- the center of the driver side airbag module trim cover ing. The plunger is secured to
the center of the dia- closes the horn switch. Closing the horn switch acti- phragm and extends
into the center of the vates the horn relay. The activated horn relay then electromagnet. The
contact points control the current switches the battery current needed to energize the flow
through the electromagnet. The resulting electromagnetic field draws operation of the horn
system. The tact points again. This cycle continues repeating at a switch consists of two plastic
membranes, one that is very rapid rate producing the vibration and move- flat and one that is
slightly convex. These two mem- ment of air that creates the sound that is directed branes are
secured to each other around the perime- through the horn outlet. The The horn relay is a

electromechanical device that grid of the other membrane is connected to the horn switches
battery current to the horn when the horn relay control circuit. If a problem is encountered with
a continuously sounding horn, it can usually be quickly resolved by removing the horn relay
from the PDC until further diagnosis is completed. See the fuse and relay layout label affixed to
the inside sur- face of the PDC cover for horn relay identification and location. Relays
conforming to the ISO specifications have common physical dimensions, current capacities,
terminal patterns, and terminal functions. However, the ISO micro-relay terminal pattern or
footprint is different, the current capacity is lower, and the phys- ical dimensions are smaller
than those of the conven- tional ISO relay. The horn relay cannot be repaired or adjusted and, if
faulty or damaged, it must be replaced. The movable common feed The steering wheel and
steering column must be relay contact is held against one of the fixed contacts properly
grounded in order for the horn switch to normally closed by spring pressure. When the elecfunction properly. The horn switch is only serviced as tromagnetic coil is energized, it draws the
movable a part of the driver side airbag module trim cover. If contact away from the normally
closed fixed contact, the horn switch is damaged or faulty, or if the driver and holds it against
the other normally open fixed side airbag is deployed, the driver side airbag module contact.
The resistor or diode is con- OPERATION nected in parallel with the electromagnetic coil in the
When the center area of the driver side airbag trim relay, and helps to dissipate voltage spikes
that are cover is depressed, the electrically conductive grids produced when the coil is
de-energized. When the horn switch is released, the A center-blow, normally open, resistive
membrane- resistive tension of the convex membrane separates type horn switch is secured
with heat stakes to the the two electrically conductive grids and opens the switch circuit. If a
problem is encountered with a continuously sounding horn, it can usually be quickly resolved
by removing the horn relay from the PDC until further diagnosis is com- pleted. See the fuse
and relay layout label affixed to the inside surface of the PDC cover for horn relay identification
and location. OK, go to Step 5. Refer to 5 The coil ground terminal 85 is connected to Horn
Relay in the Removal and Installation section the electromagnet in the relay. It is grounded of
this group for the procedures. Check for continuity to ground at the cav- have continuity
between terminals 87A and 30, and ity for relay terminal There should be continuity no
continuity between terminals 87 and If OK, go with the horn switch depressed, and no continuity
to Step 3. If not OK, refer to 3 Resistance between terminals 85 and 86 elec- Horn Switch in the
Diagnosis and Testing section of tromagnet should be 75 6 5 ohms. If OK, go to Step this group.
This terminal supplies battery voltage cable. Remove the knee blocker from the instrument to
the horn s. There should be continuity between panel. There should be continu- ity. If OK, go to
Step 6. There should be no conti- nuity. If not OK, replace the faulty horn switch. There should
now be continuity. If not OK, replace the Fig. Measure the resis- the underside of the PDC cover
for the proper horn tance between the ground circuit cavity of the horns relay location. There 2
Position the horn relay in the proper receptacle should be no measurable resistance. If not OK,
repair the open ground circuit to ground 3 Align the horn relay terminals with the termi- as
required. There should be zero volts. There should now be battery voltage at the horn relay
output circuit cavity of the horns wire harness connectors. If OK, replace the faulty horns. If not
OK, repair the open horn relay output circuit to the horn relay as required. Tighten the screw to
6. The outputs from these switches are fil- tered into one input. The input circuit vacuum servo
and the mounting bracket. The solenoid valve body controls the A speed control indicator lamp,
located on the application and release of vacuum to the diaphragm instrument panel cluster is
energized by the PCM via of the vacuum servo. A cable connects the servo with the CCD Bus.
This occurs when speed control system the throttle linkage. The servo unit cannot be power
has been turned ON, and the engine is run- repaired and is serviced only as a complete
assembly. When the vehicle is at target speed, it will actuate the vent solenoid with the vacuum
solenoid de-activated to maintain the vehicle at target speed. The switch is noid still
de-activated to close the throttle to return mounted on the brake pedal mounting bracket under
to target speed. The PCM monitors the state of the dual function stop lamp switch. Within the
two SERVO CABLE switch modules, five momentary contact switches, The speed control servo
cable is connected between supporting seven different speed control functions the speed
control vacuum servo diaphragm and the throttle body control linkage. If a DTC valve in
response to movement of the vacuum servo exists, conduct tests per the Powertrain Diagnostic
diaphragm. Procedures service manual. Corrosion should be removed from PCM. The PCM is
located in the engine compart- electrical terminals and a light coating of Mopar ment. Code DTC.
See On-Board trol servo cable. The PCM cannot be body air valve. Do the servo vacuum test. If
grade while driving. A one-way check valve is used in these components are damaged,
intermittent or the vacuum line between the reservoir and the vac- complete system failure may
occur. This check valve is used to trap engine vacuum in the reservoir. The sensor is driven

through the adapter OBD system. Some circuits are checked continu- by a speedometer pinion
gear. Codes in Group 25, Emission Control System. The road test nostic Procedures service
manual. Also refer to the should include attention to the speedometer. Speed- DRB scan tool.
The cause of any speedometer problems should Diagnostic Procedures manual. For continuity
checks and switch adjustment, refer If a road test verifies a system problem and the to Group 5,
Brakes. Also check stop lamp switch 1 Disconnect vacuum hose at speed control servo
adjustment. Refer to Group 5, Brakes for procedures. Vac- pinâ€”3, and pinâ€”3 on the servo.
Check for battery volt- uum gauge should read at least ten inches of mer- age at pinsâ€”1, 2 and
4 of the servo. If battery voltage cury. Check vacuum line to engine for leaks. Also check actual
engine intake manifold vacuum. If manifold vacuum does not meet this requirement, check for
poor engine performance and repair as necessary. Disconnect vacuum line at reservoir and
connect a hand-operated vacuum pump to reservoir fitting. Apply vacuum. Reservoir vacuum
should not bleed off. If vacuum is being lost, replace reservoir. The valve is located in vacuum
line between vacuum reservoir and engine vacuum source. Disconnect vacuum hoses lines at
each end of valve. Check for reservoir end of check valve. Vac- continuity between
disconnected servo harness uum should not bleed off. If vacuum is being lost, 4â€”way
connector pinâ€”4 and a good ground. There replace one-way check valve. If not OK, repair
open circuit to c Connect a hand-operated vacuum pump to ground as required. Vacuum should
flow through valve. If vacuum is not flowing, replace one-way check valve. If vacuum will not
hold, diaphragm If the operator repeatedly presses and releases the within check valve has
ruptured. Replace valve. To test the speed control servo only, refer to the desired set speed.
When the speed control is set 1 Start engine. If the lift foot 4 Check for battery voltage at
pinâ€”3 of wiring sets are continually used, the speed control over- harness 4â€”way connector
Fig. Refer to ing clip Fig. While speed control switch mounting screw Fig. Install cable-to-servo
retaining clip. DO NOT try to pull cable connector off perpendicular to the bellcrank pin.
Connector will be broken. Squeeze the tabs together and push cable out of cable locking plate.
Refer to battery tray Fig. Group 8A, Battery for procedure. Refer to Group 8A, Battery. Speed
Control Switch Mounting Screws. Vacuum Reservoir Mounting Screw. The turn signal sys- more
information on the features, use and operation tem uses ignition switched battery current, and
will of the turn signal system. The hazard warning system includes the fol- Lamps for more
information on the exterior turn sig- lowing components: nal lamps. Lamps for more information
on the exterior turn sig- nal lamps. Following are general descriptions of the control stalk
moved up right turn or down left major components in the hazard warning system. For turn , the
turn signal system is activated. When the complete circuit diagrams, refer to Turn Signals in
turn signal system is activated, the circuitry of the the Contents of Group 8W - Wiring Diagrams.
If the exterior group in this service manual that covers that system. If these switches or any
unison. When the control The turn signal and hazard warning switches are stalk is moved in the
upward direction, the right integral to the multi-function switch unit, which is turn signal switch
circuitry is activated; and, when secured to the left side of the steering column Fig. The only
visible parts of the multi-function switch the left turn signal switch circuitry is activated. The are
the control stalk that extends from the left side turn signal switch has a detent position in each
of the steering column, and the hazard warning direction that provides turn signals with
automatic switch button that protrudes from the top of the cancellation, and an intermediate
momentary posi- steering column. The multi-function switch control tion in each direction that
provides turn signals only stalk has international control symbols on it, which until the
multi-function switch control stalk is identify its functions. The hazard warning switch released.
Slide the switch but- ton to the left to turn the switch on and activate the hazard warning
system, and slide the button to the right again to turn the switch and the hazard warn- ing
system off. The turn signal cancelling cam consists of two lobes that are integral to the lower
surface of the clockspring rotor. The clockspring mechanism provides turn sig- Fig. The
housing of the clockspring is The combination flasher has five blade-type termi- secured to the
steering column and remains station- nals intended for the following inputs and outputs: ary.
Constant wheel. If faulty or dam- function, and ignition switched battery voltage is aged, the
entire clockspring assembly must be supplied for the turn signal function. Refer to Turn
replaced. Systems for the clockspring service procedures. The combination flasher is located in
a bracket secured with a screw to the underside of the upper OPERATION steering column
support bracket, to the right of the The turn signal cancelling cam has two lobes steering
column under the instrument panel. The molded into the lower surface of the clockspring
combination flasher cannot be repaired or adjusted rotor. When the turn signals are activated
by moving and, if faulty or damaged, it must be replaced. When the tains the logic that controls
the flasher operation and steering wheel is rotated during the turn, one of the the flash rate. Pin
6 of the IC receives a sense volt- two turn signal cancelling cam lobes will contact the age from

the hazard warning circuit of the multi- turn signal cancel actuator, releasing the multi-funcfunction switch. When the hazard warning switch is tion switch control stalk from its detent and
cancel- turned on, the 9hazard on sense9 voltage will become ling the turn signal event. Each
time the PNP transistor ener- The combination flasher is a smart relay that func- gizes the
hazard warning circuit, the pin 6 9hazard tions as both the turn signal system and the hazard on
sense9 voltage will become high and the IC signals warning system flasher. The combination
flasher con- the PNP transistor to de-energize the circuit. This tains active electronic Integrated
Circuitry IC ele- cycling will continue until the hazard warning switch ments. This flasher is
designed to handle the current is turned off. If supplemental lighting is added to the turn signal
lamp circuits, such as when towing a trailer with lights, the combination flasher will
automatically try to compensate to keep the flash rate the same. While the combination flasher
has a International Standards Organization ISO -type relay terminal configuration or footprint,
the internal circuitry is much different. The combination flasher should never be substituted for
an ISO-relay or replaced with an ISO-relay, or else component and vehicle damage may occur.
Because of the active electronic elements within the combination flasher, it cannot be tested
with con- ventional automotive electrical test equipment. If the combination flasher is believed
to be faulty, test the turn signal system and hazard warning system cir- cuits as described in
this group. Then replace the Fig. This cycling will con- Actuate the turn signal switch or the
hazard warning tinue until the right or left turn signal switch is switch. Observe the turn signal
indicator lamp s in turned off. If the flash rate is very high, A special design feature of the
combination flasher check for a turn signal bulb that is not lit or is very allows it to 9sense9 that
a turn signal circuit or bulb dimly lit. Repair the circuits to that lamp or replace is not operating,
and provide the driver an indication the faulty bulb, as required. If the turn signal indi- of the
condition by flashing the remaining bulbs in cator s fail to light, go to Step 2. If not OK,
standard-duty type. During turn signal operation, repair the shorted circuit or component as
required the combination flasher IC compares normal battery and replace the faulty fuse s.
Thus, the inoperative half left Check for battery voltage at the turn signal fuse in or right side of
the turn signal circuit will flash the fuseblock module. If not OK, faster. Connect the battery
negative cable. Test the When diagnosing the turn signal or hazard warn- operation of the turn
signal and hazard warning sys- ing circuits, remember that high generator output tems. If OK,
discard the faulty combination flasher. If this is a If not OK, remove the test flasher and go to
Step 6. Charging System in the Diagnosis and Testing sec- Check for battery voltage at the
combo flasher input tion of Group 8C - Charging System for further diag- circuit cavity in the
combination flasher wire harness nosis of a possible generator overcharging condition. If not
OK, go to Step If the problem being diagnosed is related to a fail- 9. If not OK, go installation.
For complete circuit diagrams, refer to to Step 9. Check for continuity between the ground circuit cavity of the combination flasher wire harness connector and a good ground. If not OK,
repair the open ground circuit to ground as required. Check for continuity between the combo
flasher input circuit cavities in the combination flasher wire harness connector and in the
instrument panel wire harness connector for the multi-function switch. If OK, go to Step If not
OK, repair the open combo flasher input circuit as required. If not OK, repair the open combo
flasher output circuit as required. Disconnect the instrument panel wire harness panel. Refer to
Knee Blocker in the Removal and connector from the multi-function switch connector
Installation section of Group 8E - Instrument Panel receptacle. Systems for the procedures. If
remove the screw that secures the combination the switch circuits are OK, repair the lighting
cir- flasher bracket to the upper steering column mount- cuits as required. Refer to Knee
Blocker in the Removal and Fig. If the vehicle is equipped with the optional tilt steering column,
move the tilt steering column to the fully lowered position. If the function switch control stalk
that secures the multi- vehicle is equipped with the optional tilt steering col- function switch
water shield and bracket to the umn, lifting gently upward on the tilt release lever steering
column Fig. If the vehicle is panel. Refer to Knee Blocker in the Removal and equipped with the
optional tilt steering column, lift- Installation section of Group 8E - Instrument Panel ing gently
upward on the tilt release lever will pro- Systems for the procedures. A washer reservoir in the
Following are general descriptions of the major engine compartment holds the washer fluid,
which is components in the wiper and washer systems. Refer pressurized by a pump when the
windshield washer to 8W - Wipers in Group 8W - Wiring Diagrams switch lever is actuated. The
windshield washer for complete circuit descriptions and diagrams. An intermittent windshield
ically. The wipers must be turned off manually fol- wiper system is optional. The standard
system lets lowing a washer switch activation. If the vehicle is the driver select from two wiper
speeds, low or high. A fuse teen seconds. The intermittent wipe mode is provided located in the
fuseblock module protects the circuitry by delay logic and relay control circuitry contained of
the washer system. The for more information on the windshield washer sys- intermittent wipe

relay is also contained within the tem controls and operation. A A rear wiper and washer system
is standard equip- fuse located in the fuseblock module protects the cir- ment on models
equipped with the optional hardtop. The passenger side crank arm has two ball A single switch
in the instrument panel accessory studs. A drive link is connected from the motor crank switch
bezel controls both the rear wiper and washer arm ball stud to one ball stud on the passenger
side functions. The rear washer system shares the reser- pivot crank arm. A connecting link is
connected from voir of the windshield washer system, but has its the other ball stud on the
passenger side pivot crank own dedicated washer pump and plumbing. The rear wiper and
washer systems will operate Both the drive link and the connector link have a only when the
ignition switch is in the On position. A plastic socket-type bushing on each end. Each of the
fuse in the fuseblock module protects the circuitry of socket-type bushings are snap-fit over
their respec- both the rear wiper and washer systems. The wiper motor is also available as a
sep- All models have two FRONT Caution should be exercised to protect the rubber The
two-speed permanent magnet wiper motor has squeegees from any petroleum-based cleaners
or con- an integral transmission and park switch. The motor taminants, which will rapidly
deteriorate the rubber. The nated, the entire wiper blade assembly must be motor is secured to
the wiper linkage and pivot mod- replaced. The wiper motor output shaft passes time tend to
lose their wiping effectiveness. Periodic through a hole in the module bracket, where a nut
cleaning of the squeegees is suggested to remove secures the wiper motor crank arm to the
motor out- deposits of salt and road film. The wiper blades, put shaft. The wiper motor
completes its washer fluid, a mild detergent, or a non-abrasive wipe cycle when the windshield
wiper switch stalk is cleaner. If the squeegees continue to streak or smear, moved to the Off
position, and parks the blades in the wiper blades should be replaced. The blades are mounted
to spring-loaded wiper The windshield wiper motor cannot be repaired. If arms. The spring
tension of the wiper arms controls faulty or damaged, the entire wiper motor and boot the
pressure applied to the blades on the glass. The assembly must be replaced. The wiper linkage
and windshield wiper arms are secured by an integral pivots module, which includes the wiper
motor, is latch to the two wiper pivots on the cowl plenum cov- also available for service. The
rear wiper arm is secured by an integral latch directly to REAR the rear wiper motor output shaft
on the liftglass. The rear wiper motor is secured on the inside of The wiper arms and blades
cannot be adjusted or the liftglass with a slotted bracket that fits onto a repaired. If faulty or d
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amaged, they must be grommet under the right liftglass hinge mounting replaced. The rear
wiper arm is secured with screws to the cowl plenum panel beneath the directly to the motor
output shaft. The wiper motor is The rear wiper motor unit contains an internal secured with
screws to the center of the linkage and park switch. The motor also contains an automatic pivot
module bracket. The wiper pivots are secured resetting thermal switch for overload protection.
If faulty is pushed down to its detent to activate the rear or damaged, the entire rear wiper motor
assembly wiper system, and down again to the momentary must be replaced. FRONT The rear
wiper and washer switch cannot be The windshield wiper and washer switches are repaired and,
if faulty or damaged, the entire switch mounted on the right side of the steering column unit
must be replaced. Models A single washer fluid reservoir is used for both the with the
intermittent wiper system also have a knob front and rear washer systems.

